Ice Cream Bike
Description
The vintage Ice Cream Bike is a perfect addition for your event. Specialising particularly in weddings,
the bike has the ability to make every guest thrilled. We serve high quality ice cream at your choice
of flavours, toppings and sauces. The bike comes fully equipped, including a smiley, assertive, smartdressed member of staff to serve you your delicious, frozen treat. Whatever the weather, the bike
can operate indoors or outdoors so be a summer or winter event, the Ice Cream Bike is an all-yearround delight.
What’s included
Ice cream bike with décor.
Three flavours of ice cream
Two flavours of sauces
Three choices of toppings
Cones, tubs, wooden spoons, scoops for toppings and napkins.
Technical information
Power: The freezer requires a socket which can then be powered for a long period of time.
Staff: Ice cream lady/man with a serving hat, gloves and smart attire.
Prices
The ice cream bike is £3.00 per person and minimum guest requirement is 50 people.
A charge for travel will apply if you are outside a 30-mile radius from us. This will be 20p per mile.
If you are interested in any other products or services we offer, we can offer the bike at a discount as
part of our bundle scheme. To find out more about this, email or call.
Upgrade options
If you wish for a bespoke bike, whether that be more ice cream, premium or extra toppings or
sauces, or themes, then contact us via email or phone. We have the flexibility to ensure your event is
the best it can possibly be.

5ft Light-up Love Letters
The Light-up Love Letters are the ultimate wow-factor to ensure your special day is fulfilled with
excitement, thrilled guests and most importantly, Love. The Love signs will fit in just perfectly as they
can be set to any colour to compliment your theme. Alternatively, you can create a stunning
distraction by having them change colours regularly. The Light-up Love Letters make a perfect back
drop for those all-important photos and ultimately create an enjoyable, elegant atmosphere.
Technical information
The individual letters stand at 5ft tall and 2ft wide, making it quite the statement.

The signs require a socket to power all four letters which can then be powered all throughout the
day.
Please ensure your venue can accommodate the requirement for space before booking.
Prices
The cost for one-day hire of the Light-up Love Letters is £195. An extra charge may apply if you are
outside a 30-mile radius from us. This will be an additional 20p per mile.
If you are interested in any other products or services we offer, we can offer the lights at a discount
as part of our bundle scheme. To find out more about this, email or call.

Bespoke Sweet Cart
Our sweet cart is popular with all type of events, from weddings to birthdays to christenings.
Whatever occasion come young or old, sweets are always a hit and guests are always pleased. Our
cart includes a bespoke LED light to compliment your colour scheme and draw guests in to the
temptation of a bag of delicious treats. The cart itself is a stunning statement which instantly sparks
discussion.
Prices
Our cart is priced at £75 without sweets and £135 with sweets. The cart supplies enough for 75
people. If you are catering for more than 75 guests, then we are able to upgrade the number of
sweets and bags at an additional cost per head of £2. An extra charge may apply if you are outside a
30-mile radius from us. This will be an additional 20p per mile.
Technical Information
A socket is required to power the LED light which can then run for a long period of time.
Upgrade options
Our sweets range from gummy bears to strawberry laces. If you would like a more premium
selection, then contact us via email to discuss options and prices. In addition, if you like more themeadaptation or branding included with the cart, then email or call to explore these options.

Seven-Tier Chocolate Fountain
The everlasting fall of chocolate is both an eye-catcher and beautiful, Belgian treat. The stream of
smooth chocolate and the variety of dips makes it difficult for any guest to turn it down. The
fountain brings a fun treat for your guests as well as an elegant appeal. This is perfect for any event,
from birthdays to weddings, the fountain will supply a memorable thrill.
What’s included?
The fountain comes with a selection of dipping choices from strawberries, marshmallows, cookies,
mini donuts and profiteroles. These will be supplied with skewers, napkins and an attendant to make
sure everything is running as smoothly as the chocolate.
Price
The fountain begins at £249 with a selection of 5 dipping foods, enough for 100 guests. If you are
catering for more than 100 guests, then we are able to upgrade the number of sweets and bags at

an additional cost per head. An extra charge may apply if you are outside a 30-mile radius from us.
This will be an additional 20p per mile.
Upgrade options
At an additional cost of just £50, we can also add in a miniature Bailey’s chocolate fountain (adults
only).

Heart Donut Wall
The elegant heart wall supplying 94 donuts is certainly a platform for discussion and of course, the
perfect evening treat. This trendy add-on is a great gimmick for your glorious wedding day. Our
donuts are baked by our local supplier, delivering high-quality, glossy rings of dough to fulfil
stomachs and happiness.
Donut you want one?
Price
Our wall is priced at £100, two donuts per peg and 94 in total. This can be upgraded to 3 donuts per
peg for an additional £40, if you are catering for a larger party. This will be a total of 144 donuts,
which is our maximum.

Candy Floss Machine
Our industrial candy floss machine creates a fluffy ball of magical sweetness. We have a large variety
of fantastic flavours to create the perfect treat to satisfy guests. This addition is perfect for all types
of events from garden parties to weddings.
What’s included
A candy floss machine
5 different flavours
Skewers
Attendant to make and serve the floss
Price
The candy floss machine is at a set price of £195, providing unlimited floss for 3 hours. An extra
charge may apply if you are outside a 30-mile radius from us. This will be an additional 20p per mile.

Vintage Popcorn Stand
Our popcorn maker can pop up to 3 gallons of corn per batch, supplying large crowds plenty of
entertainment snacks. This is the perfect sweet or salty treat for whatever your event may be. Not
only are guests supplied with warm boxes of fresh popcorn, but the American-style retro stand will
not fail to catch every eye, bringing our wow-factor to your special day.
What’s included
3 Gallons of sweet and salted popcorn
Popcorn boxes

An attendant to pop the corn and serve with a smile
Price
Our popcorn maker and stand fully equipped and staff is at a set £195. A charge for travel will apply
if you are outside a 30-mile radius from us. This will be 20p per mile.

